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CDC Plot To Track "Unvaccinated"

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As recently discovered and reported by Dr. Robert Malone,  the U.S. government has secretly been

tracking those who didn't get the COVID jab, or are only partially jabbed, through a previously

unknown surveillance program designed by the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), a

division of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

The program was implemented April 1, 2022,  but didn't become universally adopted by most

medical clinics and hospitals across the U.S. until January 2023.

Under this program, doctors at clinics and hospitals have been instructed to ask patients about

their vaccination status, which is then added to their electronic medical records as a diagnostic

code, known as ICD-10 code, without their knowledge or consent so that they can be tracked — not

just within the health care system but outside of it as well.

Secret Tracking Program Revealed

The new International ClassiTcation of Diseases (ICD) codes were introduced during the September

14-15, 2021, ICD-10 Coordination and Maintenance Committee meeting. The ICD committee

includes representatives from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and the

NCHS.

Below is a screenshot of page 194 of the agenda  distributed during that meeting. According to the

NCHS, "there is interest in being able to track people who are not immunized or only partially

immunized," and they Tgured out a way to do just that, by adding new ICD-10 codes.

As you can see below, ICD-10 code Z28.310 identiTes those who have not received a COVID jab and

Z28.311 identiTes those who are not up-to-date on their shots.

Tracking Unjabbed Is Part of the Biosecurity Agenda

Why do they want to track the unvaccinated? For what purpose? The short answer: to facilitate the

implementation of vaccine passports. As noted by Malone:

"Code Number Z28.310 listed above is not a code for an illness or diagnosis, but rather for

non-compliance of a medical procedure … Once a person's vaccination status is coded and

uploaded into large data base, it can be accessed by government and private health

insurers alike.

The administrative state oGcers at the CDC have not made immunization status a

reportable disease (yet) but immunization status is listed as one of the reasons for

mandatory reporting.  They are just one step away from being able to collect this

information without your permission. Ergo: vaccine passports made easy. In this country,

not having your vaccine records 'up-to-date' might mean:

• The government will not restrict your travel, airlines will.

• The government will not restrict your travel, other nations will.

• The government will not restrict your travel, auto rental companies will.

• The government will not restrict your travel, public transport will.

• The government will not restrict your travel, private companies will."
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World Health Organization Signed Off on Tracking Codes

The ICD codes were created by the World Health Organization, and doctors — with the exception of

those in private practice who don't accept insurance — are required to use these codes to describe

a patient's condition and the care they received during their visit.

As noted by Malone,  the fact that the ICD system is run by the WHO is an important detail, as this

means the WHO had to authorize the CDC to add these new codes. The implication is that these

codes may be in use internationally and we just don't know it yet.

The codes are entered into your electronic health record and used by insurance companies for

billing purposes. They're also used by statisticians who track and analyze national and global

disease trends such as cancer and heart disease rates over time.

Over the past decade, these statistical analyses have gotten easier to do, thanks to the transition

into electronic record keeping. In the U.S., the ICD coding system has been fully integrated into the

electronic health record system since 2012.

Within the ICD-10 codes, there's a category called ICD-10-CM,  and this is the category the CDC is

now using to track the unvaccinated with speciTc codes for "Unvaccinated for COVID-19"  and

"Partially Vaccinated For COVID-19."

Gross Violation of Medical Privacy Rights

Since there's no billing or payment involved with being unvaccinated, and since being unvaccinated

is extremely unlikely to be part of your disease proTle, there's no valid reason to record anyone's

vaccine refusal. It's also a violation of medical privacy, as the records can be accessed by a variety

of individuals and not just your personal doctors.

As noted by Malone, a person's decision to get a vaccine or not is a private matter, and your privacy

rights are enshrined in the Privacy Act of 1974. However, during the COVID pandemic, medical

privacy rights have been repeatedly violated and broken.

Children's' vaccination statuses were shared with schools and employers were granted the "right" to

know the jab status of their employees. Private venues were even permitted to demand proof of

vaccination status — all this without a single word of the law having been revoked or amended.

They're Tracking Reasons for Jab Refusal Too

If you need proof that these codes will be used for reasons unrelated to your health, consider this:

They're also using codes to describe WHY you didn't get the primary series or stopped getting

boosters. Those codes are listed in the screenshot below, under Z28.3 Underimmunization Status.

icd-10-cm tabular instructions

The use of "delinquent immunization status" under code Z28.39 also tells us something about

where this is all headed. "Delinquent" means being "neglectful of a duty" or being "guilty of an

offense." Is refusing boosters a criminal offense? Perhaps not today, but some day, it probably will

be.

All Missed Vaccinations Will Be Tracked

Another tipoff that these codes are part and parcel of the biosecurity control grid is the fact that

code Z28.39 — "Other underimmunization status"  — is to be used "when a patient is not current on

other, non-COVID vaccines." As detailed on the American Academy of Family Physicians website:

"The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Centers for Medicare &

Medicaid Services have announced three new diagnosis codes, including two for COVID-19

immunization status …

ICD-10-CM: Z28.310

Description: Unvaccinated for COVID-19

ICD-10-CM: Z28.311

Description: Partially vaccinated for COVID-19

ICD-10-CM: Z28.39

Description: Other under-immunization status

According to ICD-10-CM guidelines,  clinicians may assign code Z28.310, 'Unvaccinated

for COVID-19,' when the patient has not received a dose of any COVID-19 vaccine.

Clinicians may assign code Z28.311, 'Partially vaccinated for COVID-19,' when the patient

has received at least one dose of a multi-dose COVID-19 vaccine regimen, but has not

received the doses necessary to meet the CDC deZnition of 'fully vaccinated' at the time of

the encounter … New code Z28.39 is for reporting when a patient is not current on other,

non-COVID vaccines."

In other words, they have already begun tracking ALL of your vaccinations, not just the COVID shot,

and they can use the Z28.3 sub-codes to identify why you refused a given vaccine.

Vaccine Passports Are a Fait Accompli — Unless We Act Now

As noted by Malone:

"The administrative state is busy building a vaccine passport system that will be active

before most Americans are aware of what is being done to them. No one is going to knock

on your door asking for your vaccine status because they already know …

They don't need approval from Congress or the courts because we have given them the

information through our health care providers. The CDC is the governmental organization

tasked with tracking vaccine status on individuals.

They already have the records, as well as updated booster information. They just need to

tweak a deZnition here and there, or get President Biden to keep the COVID-19 public

health emergency in place indeZnitely and the vaccine passports will be a fait accompli."

You Can Now Be Billed for Immunization Safety Counseling

As if all of that weren't tyrannical enough, they've also added a billable ICD-10 code for

"immunization safety counseling." That's right. If you've decided you're not willing to partake in the

mRNA experiment, or you just don't think you need some other vaccine that's recommended, your

doctor can bill your insurance for regurgitating the WHO's vaccine propaganda.

“ They have codes identifying whether you
declined the COVID jab and/or any other vaccine,
and for each vaccine refusal, there's a code
detailing why you declined it. 'Belief or group
pressure' is one of those, and you can bet that code
will automatically qualify you for immunization
safety counseling, whether you want it or not.”

This may become more or less automatic because, again, they have codes identifying whether you

declined the COVID jab and/or any other vaccine, and for each vaccine refusal, there's a code

detailing why you declined it. "Belief or group pressure" is one of those, and you can bet that code,

Z.28.1, will automatically qualify you for immunization safety counseling, whether you want it or

not.

They also intend to indoctrinate your children, and make you pay for it. The immunization safety

counseling code, Z71.85, was described in the September 2021 issue of the American Academy of

Pediatrics (AAP) Pediatric Coding Newsletter. You have to be a member to read the entire article,

but here's the publicly available preview:

"Reporting Encounters for Immunization Safety Counseling.

As physicians and other qualiZed health care professionals Zeld increasing numbers of

concerns about immunization safety, International ClassiZcation of Diseases, 10th

Revision, Clinical ModiZcation (ICD-10-CM) offers a new code, Z71.85, for identifying

immunization safety counseling as a reason for an encounter provided on or after October

1, 2021.

Use this code when reporting counseling provided to patients and caregivers who are

vaccine hesitant, wish to follow an alternative immunization schedule, or otherwise require

time spent in counseling at lengths beyond that typical of routine immunization counseling.

Code Z71.85 may be reported to indicate the principal or Zrst-listed reason for an

encounter or as a secondary reason.

Documentation of time spent in preventive medicine counseling and separate time spent in

immunization administration counseling should be explicit in the encounter note to support

that the preventive medicine counseling was signiZcant and separately identiZable."

Unjabbed Teachers Flagged

In related news, in early February 2023 it was revealed that New York City teachers who did not get

the jab were "fagged" with a "problem code" in their personnel Tles, triggering their Tngerprints to

be sent to the FBI and the New York Criminal Justice Services.

The purpose of this is unclear, but former public school teacher Michael Kane, founder of Teachers

for Choice, believes "that unvaccinated NYC educators were being set up to be viewed as 'right-

wing extremists' or even 'terrorists.'"

Kane was among those who got Tred for refusing the COVID jab. The revelation that teachers'

Tngerprints were illegally entered into not just one, but two, criminal databases "are certain to open

up a new round of lawsuits," Kane writes.

Call to Action

Knowing all of this, what can you do about it? How do we stop this madness? Here are a few

suggestions:

1. Demand Congress Tnish what the Senate started by declaring the public health emergency

over and done with. January 17, 2023, HR 382, a bill "To terminate the public health emergency

declared with respect to COVID-19" was referred to the House Committee on Energy and

Commerce. This bill must be passed.

2. Contact your Congressional representative and let them know you:

• Support the Select Subcommittee on the Weaponization of the Federal Government's

investigation.

• Want Congress to reject all attempts by the administrative state, the United Nations, the

WHO, Health and Human Services (HHS) and the Biden Administration to require a

vaccine passport or a digital ID.

• Expect them to work to ensure the freedom of travel for all citizens.

• Expect them to protect Constitutional rights.

• Expect them to protect all rights to privacy, including and especially medical privacy, and

since these new ICD-10 codes are in violation of your right to privacy, you want them to

take immediate action to ensure the codes are revoked.

With respect to what you can do to protect your medical privacy on a personal level, keep in mind

that independent doctors are not required to use ICD codes unless they accept insurance. So, by

choosing a doctor who is in private practice, you can avoid getting tagged and trapped in the

system.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

February 14, 2023
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The Federal Government Is Tracking the Unvaccinated
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

The U.S. government has secretly been tracking those who didn’t get the COVID jab, or are only partially jabbed, through a previously unknown

surveillance program designed by the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), a division of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

$

The program was implemented April 1, 2022, and adopted by most medical clinics and hospitals across the U.S. until January 2023$

Under this program, doctors at clinics and hospitals have been instructed to ask patients about their vaccination status, which is then added to their

electronic medical records as a diagnostic code, known as ICD-10 code, so that they can be tracked inside and outside of the medical system

$

These new ICD-10 codes are part of the government’s plan to implement medical tyranny using vaccine passports and digital IDs$

They’re also tracking noncompliance with all other recommended vaccines using new ICD-10 codes, and have implemented codes to describe WHY

you didn’t get a recommended vaccine. They’ve also added a billable ICD code for “vaccine safety counseling”
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sallyrowberry
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Question - So how are you tracked if you don't go near doctors, hospitals, or clinics of any kind, for years - including walking away from

a cancer diagnosis but employ self directed healing methods instead taking lessons from witch doctors, gypsies, outlaws, sorcerers,

trees, tribes and non-human animals! How???? It works the same as any commodity ...thats our healthcare system - supply and

demand. You demand, they supply. When we stop looking to avoid death, we embrace Life .... and it's an inside job!
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Simple really. You are tracked for many things, all they need do is add an additional Teld to your record and if it's not Tlled in that

will signify a non-vax status. Then they will send round a henchman to check your thinking, your response will be added et voila,

you are tracked for vax.
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Gates and Fauci are the gods of evil, who supported the proTt of the show and created a terrorist weapon. Now Biden is the

architect of medical tyranny. Biological weapons fraudulent approval, government control and surveillance. Biden's puppeteers

want to implement medical martial law. This overlaps the WHO treaty and together they impose medical and political tyranny to

subtract individual freedom and rights. We are seeing Western leaders praise democracy and yet pay so little homage to

personal freedoms. Surely, Western civilization should honor hard-fought victories for free speech, freedom of religion, and free

will.

Without a doubt, the advancement of human freedom should be celebrated as a triumph of reason and rationality over feudal

systems of power and their imperious forms of control. Surely any "free" society is distinguished from authoritarian regimes by

its staunch protection of inviolable human rights that exist independently of written law. However, freedom, freedom and

individual rights are rarely mentioned. Instead, political leaders cherish fascism. This is a good sample of US government

bioterrorism from 1969 to Covid: The pharmaceutical companies that research, develop, and manufacture biological weapons

against Covid-19, under federal military contracts, are federalized defense production facilities, operated by commissioned

executives, working under the control of and on behalf of the military-industrial-pharmaceutical complex. of the US government,

to produce biological weapons. designed, intended and highly effective to injure and kill the recipients..follow the link

bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/weaponization-of-language-and-law?utm_sou..
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If asked about my vax status by a medico, I give them my own ICD-10 code: NOYB (None of Your Business).
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Sally,  Do you Tll out your US census form every 10 years? Are you a US citizen? Your Mercola proTle is empty. Don't be

surprised if Census Dtr's add that question. If you registered for the shot, you revealed personal contact info. That's another way

they can track you. I registered under kin pressure, but I canceled. Subsequently, one of the MDs i saw for orthopedic issues

asked me it I'd had the shot. I should have refused to provide that info. I will next time.
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That's what I saying.. especially if you don't use a SmartPhone or devices as is the easiest for them. Have heard from some who

use online dating that is now a question for matching.. makes sense though could the govt get access to that? Maybe better to

be alone.. hmmm.
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Yes !!!!!!!!!! Exactly. Right On!!!! You hit it right on the head. Lol. I would love to hear an answer to that one, because I am one of

those who hasn't been near a doctor or hospital in well over a decade. I try to avoid them, myself. Been going good so far.
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I didn't walk away from them, they gave up on me, told me 3 months, plan your funeral. I went organic, relied on prayer and the

following year was in remission. I took vitamins, deleted sugar from my diet, beat the lymphoma. Even my oncologist had to

admit that maybe God had plans for me that we were not aware of. I go once a year to meet insurance requirements for

wellness visits. I did not rely on witch doctors, but chriopractor, holistic drs, ate healthy foods, not processed garbage. Did use

medicine man's cures learned from my grandfather, eat wild foods I forgaged with grandmother.

Did have need of ER recently because I had low sugar, began to see double. Looked it up on line and found could be caused by

TIA so thought might be a good idea to go in. First thing they did was start saline solution. I realized I felt better the more fuids

I got. I had gotten involved in doing something that i forgot to drink enough water. Put 2 and 2 together snd decided dehydration

along with low sugar was my problem. I asked the dr and he agreed.

Did head scan to rule out the TIA and sent me home after 24 observation. Nurse did test for Covid in case I wanted to get up

and go into the hallway. I said will be negative, she said most are. BUT, the more this goes on, I will be relying more on my own

medicines, not theirs. No vaccines of any kind since 2000 and never even a cold. Just broken bones and such will get me into

their hospitals. After all, at 82 I do not plan to do much traveling, content to be in my woods with wildlife and my cats.
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This just in. NY unvaxxed teacher's Tngerprints sent to FBI with "problem" coding:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/Tngerprints-of-unvaccinated-nyc-teachers-re..
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THE COVID PANDEMIC WAS PLANNED. I gave clues about this planning in past comments already, but now a video turned up that

proofs it. Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel has been caught admitting (on video) to his friends at the World Economic Forum (WEF) that

his company produced 100,000 of vaccine doses in 2019, so long before the pandemic started. According to Bancel himself, he

shocked his staff in 2019 by telling them that production of the mystery vaccine they had been working on would need to increase to a

billion doses in the next year 2020 because, and I quote him, “there is going to be a pandemic.” . He told Bill Gates about this intention

to produce a billion vials.

Why did Moderna plan such a high number of vials? They only would do so, if they knew a big Covid pandemic was coming. So the

WEF knew about this also, as Bancel told them at the WEF meeting, and it explains also why the WEF and Gates did the Event 201 in

October 2019. Another interesting proof is the patent on a piece of DNA that Moderna got in 2016. And that DNA piece is identical in

the spike protein of the Covid-19 virus. Fox host Maria Bartiromo asked Bancel to explain how can “a tiny chunk of Covid spike DNA

matches a DNA sequence patented by Moderna three years before the pandemic began?“ Here is the article and the video with Bancel

talking at the WEF meeting: newspunch.com/moderna-ceo-caught-admitting-covid-was-an-inside-job-to-..  Because it is about the

same DNA part as in the Covid spike protein, that means the patent is about a vital part of the gain-of function, being the spike protein,

which turns the Covidvirus into a bio weapon.

Who want to know more about this snippet of DNA code patent, see this Daily Mail newspaper article from a year ago.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears-study-f..
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When Bill Gates sold his BioNTech stocks, he made an 11 times return on his investment. Also Bill Gates bragged about having

a 20 times return on his Moderna investment, which made him billions. This is illegal, because he had insider information to

gain an advantage at the stock-market. The Thai-German microbiologist prof. Bhakti looked at the dates of BioNTech research

and was surprise how they could do the research in such a record time, it must be fraud, because that is impossible, Bhakti

concluded, so they must have skipped the animal safety trials. But another explanation could be that BioNTech started vaccine

research and development in 2019, long before the Covid pandemic even started.

But then they must have know a Covid pandemic is coming. Well, Gates knew it was coming from his WEF buddy, Moderna CEO

Bancel. Gates said in 2019 that he was sure a virus pandemic was coming soon, as did Fauci. Also the USA, NATO and EU

prepared for a coming pandemic, many months before the Covid outbreak. NATO psy-ops were activated to follow and censor

vaccines critics and to infuence and control MSM. And the DoD gave orders (countermeasurs) to make the PTzer vaccines.

Also in my country I saw proof of military intervention based on Government documents, preparation in 2019 to implement that

NATO had media control and identiTed vaccine critics, and attacking them.

But strangely, nobody asked the question: How did NATO knew a pandemic was coming? All those clues means that Covid was

not a lab leak, but a deliberate release of the virus. This is a bio weapon attack on us. A declaration of war on us by the Cabal.

Dr. Mercola put his hope on the Congress. But the Congress is complicit, they changed the laws so this attack on us was

possible. The Congress stayed silence. They don't care about the vaxx fraud and the millions of deaths. Their silence is consent.

Now they try to distract us with weather balloons they shot down, and MSM is so happy with that distraction.
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Great post!
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Thanks Pete, yes Francis Boyle warned the world about bioweapons research starting in the 1980s. After speaking about US

bioweapons research efforts being restarted after the organized events of 9/11 September, run by the deep state, of course,

Francis Boyle was banned from all media by orders of the CIA. Now, Boyle is one of the few brave voices speaking the truth

about the origins of the coronavirus bioweapons. In this interview Boyle talks about: - The origins of the biological weapons of

the coronavirus. - How the US deep state deployed anthrax on US soil to generate publicity about bioweapons and increase

funding for bioweapons labs.

- Why the WHO and CDC are criminal organizations that are complicit in the covert development of biological weapons. The

"science of death" industry and why the US government has spent over $100 billion developing self-replicating weapons that are

deliberately designed to exterminate human life. - Details about the Pirbright Institute and its links to biological weapons

patents, depopulation, vaccines and coronaviruses. - Why all BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories in the world should be banned and

closed. www.brighteon.com/0a618138-5881-4805-83a1-24cc35fad34c
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Joe Biden's Executive Order illuminates the scope of depravity that has gripped the US Executive Branch in the face of

overwhelming evidence pointing to the misnamed pandemic as the biggest medical scandal in history even the biggest crime

against humanity ever committed Joe Biden has described the COVID-19 Tasco as a great example of Yankee know-how in

applied science. Through federal agencies such as HHS, FDA, CDC, NIH, and the Pentagon, the US Executive Branch has

signiTcant legal and moral responsibilities to protect the public from the harmful and deadly attributes that can arise from

design, manufacture and dissemination of new medical products such as COVID injections.

On a monumental scale, the Biden administration has failed to protect its own citizens from the often deadly and crippling

attributes of COVID-19 clot injections. This American failure is having dire global ramiTcations. There is much reference in the

Executive Order to the need to respect the principles of "equity" and "diversity" in the implementation of the new policies on

biotechnology and biomanufacturing.

However, there is no talk of the need to respect the most basic level of human rights and civil liberties. Rather, it is made to

appear that by demanding the loss of bodily autonomy, the way has essentially been opened for the engineering of

transhumanism for the survivors of the depopulation scheme that has been developed under the watchful eye of the decrepit

Biden regime. BIOTECHNOLOGY OVER HUMAN RIGHTS: US PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN ISSUES EXECUTIVE ORDER PROMOTING

“BIOTECHNOLOGY” AND “BIOMANUFACTURING” IN “AMERICAN BIOECONOMY”

www.globalresearch.ca/biotechnology-over-human-rights-us-president-joe..  (2022)
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The Plandemic actually started Oct 18, 2019, when the US released the virus during the Military Athlete Games being held in

Wuhan, China in a False Flag Blow Back operation to point the Tnger at China, at the same time the Agenda 201 meeting was

being held in New York to determine how the pandemic would be manipulated and exploited, as the Chinese said at the

beginning. The US co-funded the gain-of-function research and had access to the virus.  The Chinese have just as much interest

in Population Reduction as the rest of the Global Elite.
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Hi Pete, here's more for your Tles, Stew Peters interviewed David Martin recently, on massive story telling, constant

misinformation from the CDC and what was already known from earlier developments. - Dr David Martin~Cancer Rates Explode

in C-Jabbed w/ Spike Protein Found In Center Of Cancer Cells - - www.bitchute.com/.../2hMoGZCL8SwS  - its a sketchy history

lesson to Tt interview time, a shift occurred in 2018, assume this timing is the shift from researching a cancer drug to a

"vaccine".
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"COVID-19: The Biodefense MaTa ~ Tyranny comes, wearing the cloak of biosecurity and biodefense."   Spartacus ~ "If you’ve

all been wondering about the radio silence, for the past few weeks, I’ve been working on something of a documentary that acts

as a retrospective on the past couple decades of brazen lies from the authorities about biodefense and the shady characters

that they’ve been giving our tax dollars to."   iceni.substack.com/.../covid-19-the-biodefense-maTa
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Fauci himself stated in 2017, that Trump would be dealing with a pandemic.
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Pete., I'd contact my congressmen, but alas pharma/defense got to em Trst..Why petition the crocodile, he don't care....More

dots; www.lewrockwell.com/2023/02/ron-unz/standing-upright-amid-a-sea-of-lie..
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And comic relief(?) from a YALE UNIVERSITY ECONOMICS PROFESSOR: "Yale professor sprarks backlash for suggesting old

people in Japan should kill themselves to avoid burdening the state" - - Yale professor sprarks backlash for suggesting old
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people in Japan should kill themselves to avoid burdening the state

www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/yale-professor-sprarks-backlash-for-sug..  - Yet another over-educated and

under-socialized smart Alec using social media to garner more attention and gain more followers...represents the state of

higher education in the Ivy League?
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Pete.Smith, your wonderfully informative and researched comment, should be forwarded along with Dr Mercola's article, to civil

liberties organizations around the globe. I hope people will do that. WIshing you the best. Happy Valentines Day to all, the heart

is the core of all life essence, and the truth of all that is, in the penultimate analysis. May we all see the good in life and live this

as our motivating truth, and may those asleep wake up to see and live based on this. When they do, we will have a different

world. Thank you for your wonderful comment, Pete.Smith! Appreciation.
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Of course the “pandemic” was planned as was 9/11 ( the majority of media news owned by the same people worldwide is a load

of BS meant to keep the masses fearful and under mind control). These psychopaths don’t leave anything to chance. Real truth

seekers knew this early on as EVENT 201, CLADE X, etc were not hidden from view for those who did the research. PTzer has a

criminal record, Moderna a company that just got into the vaccine industry and the rest of the pharmaceutical industry has been

doing harm for a long time. They plan some of their psychological operations many many years in advance. In addition they like

to put out predictive programming for the big events possibly as part of Kabbalah beliefs to ease their conscience.
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I said in the beginning they could not create a viable vaccine that fast, had to have it ready to go from the get go.
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All Republicans voted to create a panel that will be authorized to investigate executive branch agencies, particularly intelligence

agencies, that collect information on US citizens. Dan Happel and Mark Herr discussed the new House Select Subcommittee on

Weapons of the Federal Government (WFG). Herr, who is co-founder and president of the nonproTt Center for Self Governance (CSG),

examined abuses committed by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the National Security Agency (NSA), the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI ) and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) during its existence. Happel mentioned that the powers that be are labeling

and demonizing everything.

These globalist technocrats trying to push humanity into a one world government. “But there is much more to our executive branch

than meets the eye,” Herr continued. “First, there are about 432 departments that are the constitutional departments listed in the

United States Constitution. Then there are the owces and agencies, which are attached to those departments or independent

structures created by Congress, either in support of the departments or in support of some executive, law enforcement that Congress

has given to the executive branch." , These 432 federal departments, agencies, and owces are located within the executive branch

under the supervision of the president.

The Republican-controlled House of Representatives voted to establish the new subcommittee on January 10. The entire Republican

bloc voted 221-211 in favor of a resolution to establish the panel, while all Democratic lawmakers voted against its formation.

According to Insider, "the panel will be authorized to investigate executive branch agencies, particularly intelligence agencies, that

collect information on US citizens." newstarget.com/2023-02-13-house-to-investigate-agencies-gathering-info..  (02/13/2023)
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Gui, doesn't matter much how it is sliced or diced, Corporations are a type of Government. In the States they operate under the

Rule of Kings. Meaning for the most part with very few and limited exceptions they can pretty much do whatever they damn well

please. For the last forty to Tfty years as far as for most of the general public has been aware of, American Corporations Trst

somewhat quietly became monopolies. The next move was to transform into Multinational or Transnational Corporations.

Today we have Global Monopoly Corporations in fact and practice World Governments.

So big as to more than infuence but have become fused in the Public Government arena. Third World countries do not have a

choice or a chance. If Global Predator$ want it, they take it. When we see how the enormous weight of economic dictates create

public policy dictates are of and on their own is nothing short of dangerous, destructive. This also exposes how when the

Puppet master's can't get what they want through one means or the other, they are now combining it all under one roof.

This makes it necessary to consider as many have been doing on the Job - Quiet Quitting - a potential tactic to push back along

with any and all Local Efforts for Parallel Systems - concerted Quiet Quitting in any area possible feeding the Predator Para$itic

Machine. Use cash, shop mom and pop, if you or along with neighbors can Tll a basic need without the Convenience of the

Machine, do it and just quietly sit down and stay out of the Machine as much as we can.
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By the time these investigations take place, half of us will be murdered.
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Thanks Gui, It appears "they" are becoming more desperate as the projected rhetoric increases, meanwhile, the planned agenda

continues to fall apart, especially around the edges. Appears moving deeper into an information war than ever before. The only

people left standing may be the unvaxxed and partially vaxxed. Maybe they want clean blood? Maybe they are preparing for

their next plandemic?
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Yes, Just, at least it looks like the Republicans want to break out of globalist rule. Monopolies are the big problem because they

play revolving doors with governments and impose tyranny, they impose a self-destructive system. But the people have not

consciously chosen to be under the yoke of the tyrant, they have the moral responsibility to break the bond of submission

established with the despot. It is the historical tradition of billionaire families running Davos and the new world order, through

control of the world's Tnancial systems, the takeover of all monopolies and companies, and ultimately all private property. The

tyranny imposed on the world by creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the

ideal scenario to deliver the Tnal coup de grace to the world economy.

We cannot let tyranny dominate us. We are with the doctors and scientists who defend health, who defend freedom, who

provide us with valuable information, with great value and commitment to defend the rights and freedoms of people. We must

Tght against irrational fears as a means of discipline and domination. BigPharma, BigData, and all major corporations,

institutions, and philanthropists are openly censoring dissenting views on the virus, particularly its origin and treatment.

Even lauded doctors and scientists have been censured and Tred for speaking out against the desired narrative dictated by

BigPharma, the WHO, and their powerful allies. They are the modern dictators or so-called "philanthropists" who deliberately

feed this fear to satisfy their greed for power and discipline and dominate the people. In this work they are from the devil and

not the work of Creation, which wants a true democracy that defends its citizens. We do not want the Great Reset to be the

greatest dictatorship in history, we do not want transhumanism, because it represents fascism on a much larger scale than the

entire history of dictators.
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They will not be able to force us to receive the biological weapon, my_RNA_DNA. At least Senator Rand Paul isn't about to let

federal owcials responsible for the country's response to COVID-19 off the hook after largely failing, leading to unnecessary

prolonged lockdowns, business closures, and children not they attend school. for a year and a half. Paul has vowed to conduct

research into the government's response, dating back to the early days of the pandemic with the country's top immunologist, Dr.

Anthony Fauci, changing his mind about wearing masks and imploring then-President Donald Trump. to keep the country in

lockdown for months. “If you help me win, I promise to subpoena every last document of Dr. Fauci's unprecedented cover-up,”

read a fundraising email from Paul sent on October 20, the Washington Post reported.

www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/rand-paul-says-us-botched-covid-he-cou..  (11/ 02/2022)
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Of course, ROSE, the globalists are running the US government and also the WHO claims to be the highest health authority on

the planet and has within itself the exclusive sovereign power to declare a global pandemic, any treaty that limits freedom of

movement or the privacy of the citizens of a nation is the worst thing for the world. The WHO is essentially erecting a global

biosecurity governance system that will drive the tracking of what was once private behavior and data, essentially removing

privacy from health for all people. Passports, fact-checkers, censorship will be perfectly globalized to subtract freedoms and

create a global state where tyranny and fascism will be the tools that drive the Great Reset.

There will be no border to misinformation. New actions are being promoted where "vaccines" will continue to be the star of the

crown with results that will continue to be devastating. COVID-19 VACCINE MASSACRE: 68,000% INCREASE IN STROKES,

44,000% INCREASE IN HEART DISEASE, 6,800% INCREASE IN DEATHS OVER NON-COVID VACCINES

www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccine-massacre-68000-increase-strokes..  (2022)
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And injuries and deaths are just getting started...as someone commented that half of us will be dead by the time our govt

comes to any conclusions about who did what to whom. Yet its all been baked into their unlawful biomedical response acts,

starting in 2002 or thereabouts.
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Gui I agree, it just maybe and currently seems among the GOP there is a building backlash against so much of what has been

just what the last three years. Politicians if not much of anything else have shown a tendency for self-preservation. Regardless

of all one would expect for some waking up among the whole Management Class as to if the High-Tech Snoops and Stalkers

can peer into every little corner of the 99%, they can peer into the Politicians picadillo's as well. It would also seem if pushback

is dominant on the GOP water carriers for the United Globalist, then we should survey the landscape much deeper for what

other dirty deeds are being implemented and where.

If both legs are still serving their Paycheck Ma$ter$ one will puff up and blow one way while the other does the same in a

different direction so the United Globali$ts can walk down middle with their usual Order Out of Choas. Rrrealrose, it is just the

gut but it is screaming there is desperation oozing all over the place, all is not as cozy and on track as the Globali$ts are

wanting to project.

The massive weight of all the lies insisted as truths are exposed as in fact lies, with more uncovered and added to the list each

day. Now add in the attempt to force digital ID's, digital money, digital surveillance, smells strongly of too much too fast. Now

also stirring up the Aliens have landed so as to most likely Tll the internet with what they will jump all over as Conspiracy 101,

proof all our now known truths are still misinformation.
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Rose in this regard this article is relevant: BIOMEDICAL SECURITY STATE, BRITISH EDITION The latest revelation of government

intelligence agencies spying on and censoring their own citizens for public health wrongthink. In Orwell's country of origin, Big

Brother is Always Watching. www.globalresearch.ca/biomedical-security-state-british-edition/580695..  (02/02/2023)
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What we need is a whole new governmental system, not another investigation to nowhere.
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Thank you Just, for projecting an analysis of the policy. In the end we will always have the lobbies of Big Capital that run the

world. And let's have the lobbies there will be corruption. The rules of the game have not changed much, in fact they have been

strengthened: infuence so that the information is the one that adjusts to the pharmaceutical lobby and dictate laws that beneTt

those in power. For this reason, any interest group yearns to hire those who get “results”. People who spend their lives seeking

political rent represent a huge opportunity cost. The most important lobbies correspond to infuential economic sectors. We

know a lot about the health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health and

it is where corruption is trapped with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with "vaccines" in the decisions of the

mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all kinds of medicines while alternative

medicines were evicted by the Rockefeller school.

The big technology companies and the media contribute and drive the advancement of society, with huge amounts of money to

invest and handling billions of pieces of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most

of the time sabotage the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of

society.

The lobbies try to infuence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work consists not so much in

pressing directly, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes the political authorities to be prone to what they they

look for. In short, the function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those below to give the money to those above. It is

clear that the way corporations infuence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health of humanity.
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HAT TIP TO PREMIER DANIELLE SMITH FOR REJECTING A VACCINE DIGITAL ID IN RESPONSE TO THE COVID MADNESS

JASON KENNEY CAUSED IN ALBERTA; HAT TIP & WE WANT YOU DANIELLE TO KICK THE MEDIA IN THE NADS Time to stand

up Danielle, no games with the fraud putrid fecal feral banal bottom-dweller media, these are Neanderthalic animals, do not play

with them, rather punish them! I do! Let me help you! “We Tght on to prevent Johnny and Suzie from dropping dead at 15 on the

soccer Teld. Dying at dawn’ as you rise and dying suddenly’ on the soccer Teld and even pilots in the plane cockpit is a real

dangerous issue with silent’ myocarditis. Parents, demand myocarditis is ruled out of your child before they ever take the Teld

again if they got the shot. Demand high-sensitivity troponin tests, demand gadolinium contrast chest MRI to rule out

myocarditis.” palexander.substack.com/p/hat-tip-to-premier-danielle-smith?utm_source..  (02/14/2023)
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THE TOP 12 CONVERSIONS AND “TRANS”-FORMATIONS THE DEMON-DEMOCRATS IN DC WANT EVERY AMERICAN TO

COMPLETE: #1. From employed (or self employed) to an unemployed Big Government beggar #2. From straight to

trans-anything #3. From religious to satanic worshipper (or at least atheist) #4. From healthy to sick (or sick to sicker) #5. From

dumb to demented (that’s what fuoride, mercury, and Covid clot shots are for) #6. From natural health advocate to allopathic

zombie (slave to sick care medicine) #7. From sick to dead (population reduction agenda) #8.

From fertile (or pregnant) to infertile (or pro-abortion forever) #9. From researched (independent thinker) to misinformed stooge

#10. From patriotic (and neighborly) to hating America and despising everyone’s differences #11. From cultural (and

personable) to cancel culture (and homogenous) #12. From gun and land owners to disarmed renters and homeless,

drug-addicted migrants www.newstarget.com/2023-02-13-12-conversions-dc-democrats-want-america..  (02/12/2023)
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Hi. Remember that divide and conquer is a very successful tactic used by the Cabal/ Kabbalah psychopaths in control. So it’s

wise to be skeptical of any msm news on the conservative side trying to push the narrative that team red/ republicans

politicians/ leaders are not in the club and are pushing backthis is all part of the plan, the show. It’s all theater as these

demented ones are experts in manipulation, deception, and inTltration. Their sordid dark even murderous his/story is very clear

and it’s not hidden just takes reading.
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Great idea. JustSteve. I'm accused of being defeatist and unpatriotic. I loved my country, but the America of my birth is dead

now. We should quit trying to save the nation and focus on saving our lives our families and neighbors. The only way to survive

undamaged is to go parallel.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi nartsinaction, In truth, most people in the United States are not Tlled with hate for other people of a different skin color, race,

religion, or gender. Most people just want to get along. But the goal of the Alt-Left and Alt-Right movements is to divide and

conquer America through hate and media lies that push false narratives for political gain. The 'passports' are another big step

towards the full implementation of the 'mark of the beast'. ' warned in the Book of Revelation, we are also now witnessing that

'divide and rule' in America is being played to the limit, as globalists try to turn those who don't get vaccinated into second-class

citizens.

As Dr. Mercola wrote the world's richest 0.001% and the control of Big Tech, Big Pharma and Big Ag) are not only responsible for

destroying the planet and sending most of humanity into a Tnancial and health crisis , but they are intent on gaining ultimate

control. If that happens, 99% of people will become disposable. Vandana Shiva, Ph.D., founder of the Navdanya Research

Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology in India, details how globalists are exploiting the masses in her book, "Oneness

Vs. the 1%: Shattering Illusions, Seeding Freedom".

In the video above from After Skool, she explains how the 0.001% intend to "divide and conquer" to achieve their exploitative

goals. Vandana Shiva, Ph.D., founder of the Navdanya Research Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology in India,

details how globalists are exploiting the masses in his book, "Oneness Vs. the 1%: Shattering Illusions, Seeding Freedom." In the

following After Skool video, she explains how the 0.001% intend to "divide and conquer" to achieve their goals of exploitation.11

www.bitchute.com/.../oJ5g3r1GyApc  .------ takecontrol.substack.com/.../divide-and-rule
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will they be allowed to do their job?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, you are always very informative. Thanks for sharing this.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dordee at least we have a source of hope
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much, Arlen, your comments are also very useful.
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is yet ANOTHER REASON why I don't go to any doctors or hospitals unless I'm in some serious accident or something.
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sallyrowberry
Joined On 3/15/2012 9:54:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ditto! Nice to meet another travelling in the same canoe!
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moving to Florida, the only doctor I have is a dentist and an eye doctor. I won't be getting any others.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"jim", "skupe", et al, www.visioncenter.org/.../holistic-vision-health   www.visioncenter.org/.../holistic-vision-health   ~~~

www.healthline.com/.../holistic-dentistry   ~~~  www.drweil.com/health-wellness/balanced-living/wellness-therapies/holi..
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Saffy123
Joined On 2/25/2018 7:58:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree--I do the same thing.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spot on my friend. Do like the Amish and avoid the medical system at all cost. BTW, the average lifespan of the Amish is now

higher than the average American. Imagine that!
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sunshinedaydream
Joined On 7/4/2011 3:00:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Back in the 90’s a college friend told me about his grandfather, Herbert Ratner, who had been the health commissioner for Oak Park,

Illinois during the Salk rollout for Polio. He refused to give it to the children due to how it was brought to market. Sound familiar? He

held informed consent meetings for parents and was about to be Tred when the Surgeon General halted the program due to children

falling ill. He saved a box of the vials, intending to examine the contents but never did. Years later he turned over those vials to a

researcher who conTrmed SV40 which otherwise would’ve been “a coincidence.” His life and story is fascinating as he sought truth

and had a code of ethics. Look him up on Wikipedia as my college friend has pristinely maintained his story
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for sharing this. We all have opportunities to be truly heroic when we have the courage of our convictions, godly

discernment, and brotherly love.
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sunshine , the million $$$ question why did I just learn of this today.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In 1957 & 1958 in West Virginia, my brother and I got the Salk Polio "vaccine". And again in 1958 and 1959 when he went into

the Army and I went into the Marine Corps we got more shots of the Polio jab. At the age of 24 he got cancer and died at 28. So

far I have been lucky as I am 81 and no cancer. I know that SV40 is cruising around in my body but unable to make a landing. A

good read on all of this is "Dr Mary's Monkey".  www.goodreads.com/.../10255.Dr_Mary_s_Monkey
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congress? If they didn't outright support medical tyranny, they stood by and watched it happen. We are pretty much on our own as

government will surrender its sovereignty to WHO and other medical terrorists. Face it, your "trustworthy" government wants you dead.

There is NO other reason to force several mRNA death injections upon the population. They have no other purpose but to murder and

maim. Vaccines/mRNA injections are 95% useless against viruses. Billy g wants 6 billion people extinguished from his planet ASAP.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go Mexico !!! Live Free!! Doctor visits $ 3 usd or $ 60 pesos.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless one can park their vehicle on the U.S. side and walk across the U.S.-Mexico border to their dental or doctor clinic, do

make sure your vehicle insurance covers for driving in Mexico.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

James taylor www.youtube.com/watch
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jezzy48
Joined On 7/13/2009 10:36:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Murder and maiming is what they do. The last American false fag to start a war killed almost 3000 of it's own citizens. The new

one is aimed at the same end result, blaming the Chinese for a 'so called' spy balloon. I'm reminded of Lisa Simpson's hamster

experiment on Bart to see which was smarter, the hamster won. It seems that they will get to start WW3 if not on the Russians,

then the Chinese while the 'Bart's' watch and cheer them on.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not having seen an allopath in more than twenty years (ditto for visiting a clinic) and thus having no Tle trail, medical ID, cell phone,

etc. I am pretty sure I am under any radar system they may employ. Self education, natural healing, diet, chiropracty, homeopathy,

energy/frequency modalities, supplementation, etc are the building bricks of a true healthcare system. One that should and must be

individually determined.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was going to reply to some of the comment’s; but decided this is something maybe all, including Dr M might Tnd uplifting, I did.

reinettesenumsfoghornexpress.substack.com/p/romanian-bad-ass-calls-out..
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

we should all be thinking this way ,what a truthful brave woman , we need to swarm these NWO scum bags and delete there

bank accounts , the 99 % must remove the 1 % from there love of power over us , just leave us alone.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ghTnn,   thank you. Turkey suspicions conTrmed. And keep your powder dry.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fantastic speech! Unfortunately, it’s just more proof that we the people are disposable pawns in their chess games. This is why

TERM LIMITS are vital. It won’t eliminate corruption but it can help reduce the deep infection current today.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dutch scientist, Frank Hoogerbeets, forecasted the Turkish/Syria earthquake and magnitude days before it happened. Long

article but informative in the beginning and at the end a 39 minute video discussion.

www.globalresearch.ca/will-turkish-earthquake-unleash-science-from-sha..
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ttwdem
Joined On 3/27/2012 5:30:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chilling article re-posted by NVIC features Ozlem Treci, the Chief Medical Owcer of BioNTech (PTzer's vaccine partner) explaining that

the vaccines were never intended to stay at the site of injection in the arm muscle. The target was always the lymphatic system and

the spleen. The original plan was to inject it into lymph nodes in the groin. But since people would likely not submit to that, the lipid

nanoparticle technology was used to get the mRNA payload into the lymphatic circulation. We already knew this from the leaked

biodistribution studies well over a year ago. But now the vaccine manufacturer proudly admits it, yet the CDC still claims on its website

that the vaccine stays in the arm muscle: thevaccinereaction.org/2023/02/the-cdc-lied-the-mrna-wasnt-meant-to-st..  .
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks ttwdem, without a doubt. INTENDED CONSEQUENCES: MRNA VACCINES WERE DESIGNED TO CAUSE SEVERE DISEASE

AND BE RESISTANT TO ANTIBODIES Data published by spike protein inventors, Barney Graham & Jason McLellan, COVID-19

mRNA vaccines were purposefully designed to not protect against SARS-CoV-2 or variants and cause disease

karenkingston.substack.com/p/intended-consequences-mrna-vaccines?utm_s..  (2022).-- Uno de los principales Tnanciadores

de Moderna, Joel Smalley), dice que "el toxshot de ARNm experimental induce la produccin de protena de punta...

dentro y alrededor del ncleo de la clula y se produce durante al menos 60 das y casi seguramente ms", citando mltiples fuentes

cientTcas en su aTrmacin. , incluido un estudio de 2021 de Suecia realizado por los autores *** Jiang y Ya-Fang Mei. Smalley

aTrma que "la protena de punta, inducida por vax, que circula en grandes cantidades, en la vecindad directa del ncleo de la

clula, durante largos perodos de tiempo, todava tiene el potencial de inducir cncer en las clulas [de ovario, pncreas, mama,

prstata y ganglios linfticos]. Estos cnceres pueden tardar aos en desarrollarse, por lo que es posible que no veamos muchas

seales de seguridad durante 5 o 10 aos".

www.naturalhealth365.com/are-the-covid-19-mrna-jabs-causing-a-cancer-e..  (09/08/2022).--- FREQUENT COVID-19 BOOSTER

SHOTS COULD ADVERSELY AFFECT (DECREASE) THE IMMUNE RESPONSE AND CAN BE CAUSED BY SEVERAL FACTORS SUCH

AS N1-METHYLPSEUDOURIDINE, THE SPIKE PROTEIN, LIPID NANOPARTICLES, antibody-dependent enhancement, and the

original antigenic stimulus. palexander.substack.com/p/frequent-covid-19-booster-shots-could?utm_so..  (02/14/2023)
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Ttwdem and gracias Gui, Already a year ago, on 26 feb. 2022, dr Mobeen Syed made a video about it based on a study.

The title of this video say it all: PTzer Vaccine Becomes DNA in Liver Cells. (In-vitro Swedish Study) www.youtube.com/watch
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helpothers
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:28:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I became aware of this back in 2021 when I had my yearly thermogram. They asked my vaccination status and when I asked

why, they explained that women who'd gotten the shot frequently had infammation in the lymph nodes of the armpit on the side

of the shot and the doctors needed to know this so they wouldn't be diagnosed as possible cancer.
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Mofwoofoo
Joined On 11/30/2022 7:15:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is simply a matter of trust. All of us who have not been jabbed and who recognize tyranny when we see it, do so, simply because it is

impossible to trust government, the mainstream media, the institutions (i.e. WHO controlled by Bill Gates), the censorship, the banning

of remedies, the pcr test, the covid 19 death statistics, etc.  The world has become a cesspool of corruption and it is clear for anyone

who questions everything and keeps an open mind. Only a fool would at this point in history trust these entities with their insistence to

inject something in our sovereign bodies.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If people were dropping dead from a proven sickness and their was a magic jab that was proven to prevent the illness, I STILL

WOULDN'T TAKE IT!
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I trust none of these bozos. The bottom line is that the medical terrorists want us dead. They intend to murder us as they have

been using mRNA technologies as well as using starvation, murder by other drugs, or by shutting off your power or whatever

other nefarious means they devise. So the question becomes or rather the choice...die by their methods or refuse and stand up

to them which may turn out into a shooting match. Either way they want us dead...by using their poisons or by forcing us to Tght

and they kill us for resisting them.
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doggiemom
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:55:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So far my doctors owce has never asked. If they do I am going to tell them I did what God instructed and that is between myself and

God.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

.... and God created the soul that some psychopaths despise it because their hearts are full of pride. The humble what she

wants is to recognize more and more her total dependence on God. Humility is to walk in truth, famous phrase of Saint Teresa

of Jesus. In Plato's The Republic, Socrates explains them through a doctrine of the three parts of the soul, suggesting that a

person is prudent when knowledge of how to live (wisdom) informs his reason, brave when informed reason governs his

capacity for anger. , temperate when it also governs your desires, and just when each part performs its proper tasks with

informed reason in control. The true leaders serve humanity from a commitment and unconditional love, it is a generosity in

order to be respected, establishing dependent relationships where their role of helping and serving the needs of the body and

soul predominates.
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Peter1469
Joined On 2/23/2007 12:52:32 AM
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I told my family doc I got vaxed up at CVS. She didn't ask for proof. She just put it in her notes.
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peter1469, that action might delay government access to your vax records; but since CVS probably has records of each person's

use of their vax services, a determined health investigator could search its database to conTrm your doc's notes.
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Jj4js_
Joined On 5/27/2021 4:23:18 AM
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I'll do the same next time i see my dr!
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sschank
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peter1469, this is not the time to comply. Have you heard the interview of doctors and other staff members at United Methodist

hospital in Texas where the shots were Trst mandated and people were Tred? Couple of the doctors were told from a board

member just to pretend they got the shot but publicly promote these injections. They lost their jobs but have their health and

honesty.
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bowgirl
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yep
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That makes you a good boy, Peter. Congratulations.
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really believe that playing along with their scheme by lying just strengthens them. Even just the appearance of cooperation is

counterproductive. Eventually, lying might be necessary to avoid major consequences (“Where are you hiding the Jews?”). But I

believe that at this stage, our Trm, decisive, loud noncooperation is what’s needed to grind down the gears of the behemoth

system they’re trying to put in place. If everybody stood Trm right now and said “No,” the Plan wouldn’t be able to move forward.

Since too many people have been duped, the rest of us have to be even more steadfast and plain spoken in our objections. I aim

to keep the message simple. Bodily autonomy vs. Medical tyranny. You have a self evident, God given human right to decide

what goes into your body. Period. Debates over safety and ewcacy are static and distraction from the main issue. If government

(or their Pharma overlords) are allowed to decide what must be put into your body, then your body doesn’t belong to you, and

you have no other rights by implication.

Words matter. Use them wisely and deliberately. For example, if and when you must submit forms or statements regarding

vaccine exemptions, take pains to always unapologetically word it as a statement or a declaration — NEVER as one asking

permission. Your right to bodily autonomy is already yours. Never participate in the illusion that you must beg

allowances/permission/blessing from someone else regarding your personal health choices. Hold the line.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peter, its a personal decision for you to make for yourself, just like whether you want the injection or not should be, in my

opinion. I'm sure you're not out promoting the injections. I wouldn't worry what others think or believe. Just my 2 cents on the

matter. Peace and blessings.
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Terracer
Joined On 4/4/2017 7:10:38 AM
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As someone who is - according to the young TSA agent in a small US airport - "on the list", let me say that anyone who entertains, and

especially SHARES the TRUTH these days is a danger to what used to be their OF, BY, and FOR THE PEOPLE government. None of what

you have veriTed surprises me... as a matter of fact, few things come as a surprise to me these days. Our former republic has been

taken from us.. and it was the epitome of an INSIDE JOB... it doesn't get any more inside than this! Ever since they killed JFK in '63,

there have been a handful of people - people who have had a small peek at what these luciferian psychopaths have been up to - that

have lost their lives trying to warn us. Most refused to listen, mistakenly believing that this could never happen here. Guess what? It is

happening here - RIGHT NOW!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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On January 17, 1961, Pres Eisenhower warned even then of the "Military Industrial Compex". He could see what was coming.

www.archives.gov/milestone-documents/president-dwight-d-eisenhowers-fa..
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nartsinaction
Joined On 1/24/2023 5:40:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed the J Order has been in DC longer than the Feds. DC the Masonic city was designed by French freemason Pierre Charles

L'Enfant. They are known for using poison to get rid of adversaries and or in the case of the presidents like JFK Catholic like the

Church they serve but he went off script so he had to go. Their propensity towards Satanism is particularly concerning as it is

clear they are trying to normalize their beliefs through pop culture/music/movies etc. Recent examples Sam Smith’s devil hat

wearing performance at the Grammy awards, the 666 pairs of rapper Lil Nas X’s red-hot “Satan Shoes,” which allegedly have a

drop of blood in the sole, sold out in only a minute despite an eye-popping price tag of $1,018. Btw the numbers used in the

news are not accidental.
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW1 This is another shocking caaualty of allowing micromangement of medical care by corporate entities. There are so many

problems with the coding systems' egregious overreach, and limitations to inputting holistic practices and medicines into the

draconian, social engineering based systems of patient Tles, that this particular invasion of privacy and protection for pne's own body

from coerced invasive, intrusive, and untrusted procedures, is another nail in our own cowns for choosing from an array of

conventional and holistic practices to treat diseases. This bureaucratic, global cabal controlled tracking and insurer rather physician

and other medical practitioner managed system departs so far from the "patient as partner in one's own care" model and the

HIPPA-claimed privacy protections, that it beggers the mind.

i intend not to share my vaccination status with any health professional from this moment forward. But what is most deeply

concerning is how the practice of medicine , which is both and art and a science of healing, has become simply a heartless souless

dehumanizing machine for money making by corporate entities who force compliance, addict, kill and maim.
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM
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The so called "practice of medicine" was compromised after WWII and it was turned into a mindless "reductionist" model where

symptomatic relief not a real cure was objective, and toxic "magic bullets" were the only "remedy" to achieve that. All previous

holistic knowledge systems were deliberately rejected and run out of business or outlawed on purpose because they were

actually curing people. I completely blame the so called "doctors" who strut around wearing a white coat and passing

themselves off as "professionals" - when actually their knowledge is so very limited, that they themselves don't know what to

eat.

I also completely blame them for offering their backsides, to the boards etc, to run this "maTa" system, which most people on

this forum can see through. I blame these "mercenaries" for turning this "medical" (sick care) system into some grotesque

object of quackery and to try and impose their ignorance of everyone. I have no respect for well meaning people, who go

through the medical curriculum, and then can't seem to Tgure out that they are now part of a criminal system.

Sorry to say, if they don't have basic intelligence to Tgure this out and give you excuses, that "but I mean well" or "I am just trying

to earn a living" - they are complete idiots. If people from all walks of life can see through this utter nonsense and needless

damage being caused to the most precious little ones, in the name of "medicine" -- I don't know how a person in this system

can't Tgure the same thing out? These days I pity these doctors and the parents who encourage their kids to become doctors.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Government tracking the unvaccinated? I don't give a rats azz. They know where to Tnd me and know I am not vaccinated so what's

the big deal?
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There are no heroes in government, there are no heroes in state or national militaries, there are no heroes in state enforcement

agencies, there are no heroes in any state apparatus or state-sponsored entities; the real heroes stand alone, and the real

heroes are enemies of the state. Gary Barnett
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OTIS, we hope for Gandhi. "When I despair, I remember that all through history the ways of truth and love have always won.

There have been tyrants, and murderers, and for a time they can seem invincible, but in the end they always fall. [...] always."-

GANDHI---------------------------"There is no hero in solitude; sublime acts are always determined by the enthusiasm of many."-

Eliphas Levi

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2023 1:51:09 PM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good Job Ottis! I'll share crop with you. I'm growing okra, tomatoes, potatoes, cabbage, and turnips/greens this year. They know

where I am and they can KMA!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Gui, and thanks Arlen for the kind offer of food. One never nows what is needed to survive.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have zero desire for such actions but I would rather die free than live in tyranny.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First of all I have zero use for conventional doctors and hospitals. They are dangerous.  Second: I really don't care if they know I am

unvaccinated. What are they going to do? Throw me in a concentration camp?  Looks to me like they want to eliminate all peasants

and I am not a lemming. I am someone who will defend myself when attacked and will never comply with their nonsense and I am not

the only one.
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nartsinaction
Joined On 1/24/2023 5:40:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly great post. Do not comply. Ignorance is deTnitely not bliss. Those trusting the “authorities” will pay a heavy price.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is one reason that I will not go to any hospital or clinic - no matter what! That word "Juvenile" jumped right out at me! I've seen

housing rentals, where the people "needed" to know if the interested applicant was "up to date" on their covid shots! All I can say to

that is: Thanks for the warning!  --- This starts tonight: https://vrevealed.com/og
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rental applications asking vax status?! People have got to start suing for discrimination while it’s still a viable option.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the face of the Full Metal Jacket of the C19 mRNA injections  Canadians struggle to remain polite in the face of

pre-meditated genocide of their families and loved ones

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/in-the-face-of-the-full-metal-jacket?utm_..
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You mister have a habit of sitting low on the totem pole, lol..ah lordie.. On a more serious note I heard Brandon was going to

send Jill some balloons for Valentine's but he was afraid NORAD would shoot em down.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui; that's a very interesting video. --- Seg; I like to keep a low proTle.
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mettalaw
Joined On 2/10/2014 1:57:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Next they'll tattoo Z28.310 on our wrists. Welcome to thought-crime.
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chihuahua4
Joined On 9/30/2016 7:49:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The book: 1984 by George Orwell is here and now. We need Help from Above!
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bforrest01
Joined On 4/7/2009 11:15:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My primary care doctor is the only doctor I see and he does not accept insurance by design. My health insurance which is through my

company and is a very large health insurer, does not cover most of my yearly medical because it lends more to alternative treatments

aka not pharmaceutical driven. So I pay out of pocket for 100% of my medical expenses. I did use it for a shoulder surgery in 2022 so

it’s possible they notated my lack of vaccine through the surgical center. However, I would rather keep my medical information private

by using a doctor who doesn’t report because he is not required to. My biggest concern is when he eventually retires or becomes too

disgusted by the system.
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GoldenFlower
Joined On 12/11/2021 1:39:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t participate in any medical, no doctors. No medications, NADA. I work in the Teld, self care is the only way to go. I have seen too

many people murdered, by so called medicine. I may sound harsh, but this is the reality. This system is built to exploit treatment for

proTt. Its not about health anymore, it hasn’t been in a long time.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL I haven’t been to a doctor in years and not projected to anytime soon. Good luck tracking people like me.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Each person can be one of the best allies to maintain health and a good Natural Medicine professional does the rest.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kat they are like magnet and you're like steel..They'll git yer one way or the other lol.. https://youtu.be/jDjLL1N5eCk
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

20/30 years ago, it was seen as a conspiracy theory to say, "You are being listened to." Today, it’s a gimme. Big tech and big brother

constantly know your location, all of your texts, emails and what you are searching, and worst of all they can access the cameras and

microphones of all of the smart gadgets that you already have in your house. And this is just the tip of the iceberg. Big tech companies

like Fakebook, Twitter and Gargle are some of the most proTtable companies in the world, even though just everything they offer is for

FREE. That’s because YOU the consumer are the product. The data they collect from you is proven to be their most valuable asset. And

they use that data to manipulate YOU.

Best to stop giving them an audience, stop talking about them day in day out..This keeps them relevant in the spotlight which they

crave, not to mention free Marketing for them..And it just drives up your stress levels and anger, putting you in a constant state of fear

and Health deTcit.. Just try your best not to conform or participate in any of their witchcraft and sorcery systems..Seek the one that

created you and ask Him for guidance as we navigate these choppy waters..All of what you are seeing today will eventually pass, stay

focus and don't loose hope. Let these little wicked evil children think they can become rulers and Gods.. https://youtu.be/GeixtYS-P3s
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seg; I enjoy listening to that man speak...in, or out of the movies! He sees right through all the BS.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy yes he's quite a character..Telling it as it is even though not popular..Pity we don't have many more like him..
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helpothers
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:28:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like morgan freeman as well. But he did do that 'get vaccinated if you trust me' commercial in 2021. Which was disappointing.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Helpothers yes people do make mistakes and why I never put any faith or trust in man alone. Granted some so good things but

Man by himself is powerless and cannot defeat this evil we're plagued with , so don't look for perfection or salvation from Man...

There's only one that came though that was perfect and he swung by 2K years ago..
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retsgt63
Joined On 3/8/2015 10:33:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governors like DeSantis and Noem and other brave governors must pass laws prohibiting private companies from refusing to do

business with unvaccinated citizens.
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lhnjohn
Joined On 12/26/2007 6:19:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tell my doctor, the Red Cross (they are wanting unvaccinated blood) and anyone else that I am not vaccinated. I had already had triple

bypass and a stroke before the shot, so I knew not to get it.
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iro5345
Joined On 4/7/2014 3:44:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievable! My daughter is on a mission trip to Moldova and Romania because they don't require you to take the jab. She will be

there until 1 July 2023. I pray she and the other 3 girls can get back here without hassle. We don't go to regular doctors so I don't think

we are in their diabolical system. I will contact my congressmen and ask them to stop the emergency COVID mandates.
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chilliewillie555gmail.co
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:32:51 AM
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Honestly, they have already won. This planning has been decades in the making, they have hedge their bets both ways. However, there

are not enough of them to force us if we refuse...That's why they need A.I. But I can see a future when many NWOs will be caught and

them and their children and grandchildren will sway in the wind...As their kippahs fall to the ground.s
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Chillie no they have won nothing and will win nothing, nada, nunca , zilch, zero..don't despair this is their time to rule for a while,

and they know their days are numbered..cheerio

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2023 9:36:00 PM
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luccim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This happened to me last week. Got a call from the CDC. A robotic voice was checking vaccine status. I hung up.
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Segstar
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Lol luccim that's when my creativity gits into high gear and profanities seems to just appear magically lol
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My new, young PCP refused my valid (serious vaccine injury in 2013, still recovering from unilateral facial paralysis AKA Bell's palsy in

early 2021) and painstakingly researched request for a medical exemption in Sept 2021. At Trst he expressed desire to assist but

admitted "the medical board is breathing down our necks". He later replied after consulting with neurology (who never met me) that he

could not help me as I "do not meet CDC guidelines". As I wanted to get blood work checked, I went for a physical exam this past week

and same PCP asked me if I wanted a fu shot (No, the one I got 10 years ago maimed my right upper extremity/hand for life) and a

shingles shot (No, I'll take my chances for now, thanks).

He did not bring up the other elephant in the room AT ALL. No mention of "did you get it" (the infection OR the shots). That struck me

as odd and avoidant based on the last 3 years. It seems he'd have to conTrm if I submitted to injections before he could add an ICD-10

"unvaxxed" code to my medical record.
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Joined On 4/22/2021 1:38:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it possible that there is a simple and plausible reason for this va$$ine business? I see it as recognition that the earth is

over-populated to the max and the wealthy, who are in control, are about to eliminate at least 7 billion of us. We have destroyed so

many species and kept polluting and raped the land. It's much easier to accomodate and control robots...where all this is headed.
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stelmar1
Joined On 9/19/2011 10:15:18 AM
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Isn't this information arriving very, very late in the state of affairs? We are now in February of 2023.
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brodiebrock12
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Welcome to the party of ZERO accountability
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Better late than never..
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DJWEBBSR
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Pogo once stood up in a boat in the middle of the swamp and declared: "We have met the enemy and he is us." That was many years

ago. It is true enough today as it was back then. The key to destroying laws of any kind is for government owcials charged with

enforcing them deciding to violate their oaths of owce and simply ignore the laws they do not want to enforce. So IF your doctor notes

in your record anything concerning the jabs whether you get them or not get them and they are in violation of the Privacy Act, what

consequences does the doctor face by violating that law? WHOM are the agencies that decide to take away that license to practice

medicine?

What penalties are those agencies likely to face by ignoring the Privacy Act? You probably can get better justice from the criminals

than in the justice system once it starts ignoring what the law actually says they have to do. So it all comes down to decisions made by

unelected bureaus as to what laws they enforce and what laws they ignore? How does one get these people in power Tred? Basically

we are ruled by whomever pays our wages. The industrial labor is controlled by corporations. Ultimately this group of wealthy

corporations dictates the rules. Your local Congress is dictated to by those that support them Tnancially.

So it is not uncommon for those representatives to cater to the people that Tnance their continuous re-elections. I guarantee that any

powerful group in various industries have the ears of your local representatives in both the Senate and the House. To think otherwise

is simply pissing in the wind. The big drug corporations are well aware of everything I just said. How else do you think they can go

before the public and lie, lie, and further lie without any problem with the public. If you or I lied to Congress, that is a criminal offense.

If they lie, it is an everyday event and no one goes to jail. Are these public owcials in jail? I do not think so.
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GreenBacker
Joined On 6/29/2021 8:14:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sooooo, just me, but I'll bet a Tver. Time will come when the blood supply (also every form of human organ) of the NOT-vaccinated

individuals will carry the highest price tag on the Planet, and let me know if I have to say "why?".  If so, then 'sustainability'.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Folks. We all know what's going in, who is behind it and where this leads. We can complain online all day long. But Insanity is doing the

same thing over and over and expecting a different result. IT AINT STOPPING. Let's try working on doing something so we die standing

rather than on our knees. Figuratively of course.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MUST SEE documentary by Spartacus - "COVID-19: The Biodefense MaTa - Tyranny comes, wearing the cloak of biosecurity and

biodefense." iceni.substack.com/.../covid-19-the-biodefense-maTa
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can add:; TIMELINE OF A GENOCIDE BY NEGLECT AND POISON The Trst signs of the invention of a deadly, “gain of

function”, virus emerged in the Ukraine in 2015. In early January 2016, a question was asked in the European Parliament here,

with this context: “According to an online publication and other information, at least 20 Ukrainian soldiers have died and 200 are

still hospitalised after the accidental leak of the California fu’ virus from an American laboratory near Kharkov in eastern

Ukraine.” There are some questions (amongst many others), none of which will ever be answered because of “National Security”

implications: peterhalligan.substack.com/p/timeline-of-a-genocide-by-neglect?utm_sou..  (12/11/2022)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've always known gubmint is incompetent. However, am I missing something here? Isn't every jab recorded with name DOB and even

SS number? Wouldn't that be suwcient and complete tracking? Why would you need to determine who hasn't when you have who has?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's for the globalist who plan to take over every country. The digital passports is their way of making it happen. They thought

everyone would be running scared and begging for the jabs. It completely backTred! Now, the only people getting Covid are the

vaccinated. Africa has done better than anyone because they were skeptical from the get-go due to the failures of the SARS,

MERS, and EBOLA outbreaks and the mitigation efforts pushed upon them. They decided to not participate in the Covid

scamdemic and they were rewarded. I hope the people of Africa stand their ground.
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sus6236
Joined On 6/9/2014 11:26:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Back in September of 2021, the deTnition of vaccines had to be changed because they knew the limits of the mRNAs. The OLD

deTnition of a vaccine: A product that stimulates a person’s immune system to produce IMMUNITY to a speciTc disease, protecting

the person from that disease. Vaccines are usually administered through a needle but can also be administered by mouth or sprayed

in the nose. The OLD deTnition of vaccination is for IMMUNITY. The NEW deTnition of a vaccine: A preparation that is used to

stimulate the body’s immune response against diseases. Vaccines are usually administered through a needle but can also be

administered by mouth or sprayed in the nose.

The NEW deTnition of vaccination is for PROTECTION. The FDA knew the jab did not give you immunity so they had to change the

language to protection. If you are taking Vitamin D, C, hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, or NAC, you are now, by the FDA’s OWN

deTnition, vaccinated. ALL of these remedies provide protection and are taken by mouth. There are reams of studies showing the

effectiveness of Vitamin D against SARS/COVID as well as multiple studies for the other remedies. If you are taking any of the above

and your doctor asks you if you are vaccinated, say, “Yup! By the FDA’s own deTnition!” Problem solved!!
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bul51293
Joined On 8/26/2013 10:32:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Avoid western/mainstream doctors, hospitals... if they ask if you took the jab, say Yes, if they ask for your card/proof, say you don't

have it (in person).  To those of you who are not sure of really what the jab is about - or I should say in it, you will be blown away by one

of the smartest doctors (Dr. Ardis) who breaks it down, it will blow your mind. I hope Dr. Mercola will talk about it at some point, its

hard for people to accept.  https://thedrardisshow.com

 www.stewpeters.com/video/2022/11/dr-jane-ruby-show-ardis-and-adams-blo..  simply-the-truth.yolasite.com
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The inside story of how we [UsForThem] held PTzer to account for misleading parents about Covid vaccine safety

usforthem2020.substack.com/p/pTzer-sales-before-child-safety?utm_sour..  Also reported in Epoch Times: PTzer CEO Made

Misleading’ Statements on Vaccinating Children Against COVID-19: UK Watchdog

www.theepochtimes.com/uk-watchdog-rules-pTzer-ceo-made-misleading-sta..  The BBC then removed the interview

usforthem.co.uk/cta/demand-the-bbc-removes-the-interview-with-drbourla..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Maritt. PTzer's intent is clear: to create a for-proTt disease model that allows customers to receive their lifetime doses

of drugs and mRNA injections for all diseases, so that each injection feeds another disease and destroys the system.

immunological. PTzer will always have more drugs ready to dispense, and so on forever. To treat the deadly side effects caused

by its Fauci fu vaccines, PTzer makes available Paxlovid, which the company now markets as a "rebound" medication for its

"fully vaccinated" customers to avoid continually testing "positive" for the Whuan virus or Vyndaqel that treats cardiomyopathy

caused by biological weapons against C-19.

PTzer also has Eliquis, a PTzer drug marketed to treat blood clots, which just so happens to be another common side effect of

the company's Fauci fu vaccines. Sales of this blood-thinning drug were up 15 percent compared to last year, having generated

$1.46 billion for the company in the most recent quarter. The pharmaceutical giant PTzer is intentionally making people sick

into lifelong pharmaceutical addicts who constantly need to be "cured" of their drug-induced ailments. more medicines from

PTzer.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PTzer's mRNA Wuhan coronavirus "vaccine" is sickening and killing millions. Those who survive are told that in order to

continue surviving, they must continue to inject themselves with new "boosters". Like heroin addicts, those addicted to the

Fauci fu shots have to keep getting their dose to avoid an early death. This means hypothetically endless cash fow for PTzer,

which continues to boast record proTts quarter after quarter. PTzer botched ivermectin by making it more dangerous and

repackaging it as "Paxlovid" to generate billions in new proTt. Co-administration of Paxlovid with drugs commonly used to

control cardiovascular conditions can potentially cause serious adverse effects.

We have also learned that PTzer CEO Albert Bourla, Ph.D., made "misleading" and "unqualiTed" comments promoting the use of

COVID-19 mRNA vaccines for young children during an interview on the BBC, as discovered by a UK regulatory agency. The

Prescription Medicines Code of Practice Authority (PMCPA), an independent self-regulatory body set up by the Association of

the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI), found that Bourla breached several rules in its Code of Practice for advertising.

dossier.substack.com/.../the-pTzer-way-produce-the-sickness  (2022)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/albert-bourla-pTzer-ceo-covid-vac..  (02/02/2023)

www.zerohedge.com/markets/severe-adverse-effects-doctors-warn-pTzers-..
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lynnieo
Joined On 2/15/2023 5:56:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a medical coder. I Tnd it interesting that there are no diagnosis codes for injured by Covid 19 vaccines with descriptions such as

seizures, paralysis, myocarditis ect. It shows where priorities are .
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WillCat
Joined On 2/3/2021 7:46:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My girl friend has gotten all the jabs-Tve for covid, then fu, pneumonia, shingles and I may have missed one. On the other hand, me

then 70, at her insistence because her mother was living with us got one and done J&J vax back in May of 2020 that's it, no more for

this old guy. Oh and I then had covid in December of 2021 but except for a little coughing and temp nothing much. If the Feds want to

track me have at it my life is an open book too much trouble hiding besides I'm an old nobody, who cares?
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MrPlod
Joined On 1/21/2022 3:04:38 AM
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Having read and scrutinised this article, I Tnd that a Lot of info, on a wide variety of topics, is required, to put you in a certain category .

This is “Assuming “ Everybody visits a Doctor or Clinic! If you don’t go, and Boycott Drs and clinics, then you don’t get “Screened” and

No info is gathered. Simple life style, don’t get sick. Eat fresh produce, supplement with Vitamins A,B,C,D,E, Zinc. Sickness and

illnesses thrive on “Sugar” it’s like feeding a Furnace. Regulate your ph balance in your system, do away with “Acidic” foods. Eat

“Alkaline . Cancers and Illness can’t thrive in an Alkaline state above 7.2ph. Eat Avocado, Bananas, Dates, Almond nuts, Kale, Broccoli,

Caulifower, cut out/reduce Red Meat (acid) Sodas, Alcohol.

(sugar) if you need sweet stuff use Organic Honey, (Not imitation Syrup). Cook with Coconut Oil , Stay away from GMO soy/corn Oils. (

Toxic) . Unfortunately you will have to give up Bread.! Unless of course you can make your own , Gluton Free Organic . Then only used

“Real Butter” not synthetic spreads like Margarine. (Toxic). It may Sound diwcult at Trst, but with time , Health and Fitness take over,

and No more need for Drs / Clinics / Chemists. And Ultimately Tyrannical Invasive Scrutiny. ( Basically get off their Grid )
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NaturalGrace
Joined On 3/1/2018 9:09:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So now we have to avoid clinics and hospitals. Don't get sick folks!
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joero_
Joined On 4/28/2008 10:55:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been to my doctors. No one has asked me if I was vaxxed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2023 4:01:23 PM
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Rendi
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:44:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder how long it will be before they start refusing to let seniors sign up for social security if they're not vaxxed. Or, cutting their

beneTts to force them to comply!
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shudder the thought. But turning age 62 this year, sans experimental injections - and will NEVER submit - this possibility

certainly has crossed my mind.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2023 6:13:35 PM
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elsie2023
Joined On 2/14/2023 1:09:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any suggestions for an independent private practice doctor who doesn't take insurance and also doesn't charge an arm and a leg for a

consult? I don't think they exist. Most doctors are not really 'professionals' anymore; they are employees of insurance companies, big

pharma and the hospital systems they work for....sad, but true. Our healthcare system has been almost entirely highjacked by the

corrupt proTteers...has way more to do with their proTt than with our health.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cool man, we're tracking them too and taking notes of who the tyrants are so that we can bring them all to justice.
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cal2514
Joined On 3/1/2018 4:19:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been watching the U.S. and other Countries still using ICD-9 codes to hide adverse reactions. Now, we have our own code

specialty/sub specialty. I see a new tattoo becoming popular! We are Z28's! Be proud!
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solarboywander
Joined On 10/12/2015 11:25:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

trade shots with a vaxxecution squad..? mine will hurt. alot.. at Trst.
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GoldenFlower
Joined On 12/11/2021 1:39:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One more thing, PCP visits are at historical lows.
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Heretical
Joined On 12/14/2020 10:30:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are no longer living under a Constitutional government. It has been taken away from us while most of the people became "lotus

eaters," enthralled with sports and the cult of the celebrity. The question is, however, do enough of us have the will to take back and

re-establish out Constitutional government? Only time will tell. Only "the people" in large enough numbers and motivated enough, can

do it. We must vote out the politicians who support the globalist agenda and vote in true Constitution-respecting representatives. The

only two other options are either more slavery to Big Brother or bloody revolution. There are two things to remember here. First, the

Colonists were under far less tyranny back then than we are subjected to today. Second, the deTnition of "to govern" is "to control. How

much control do you need from a politician or bureaucrat?
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I think these guidelines are most likely or partially created by gates who is probably the biggest advocate provax tied to

the WHO. These recommendations are based on fraud tied to the creation of vaccines which they are not. I think the real protection to

virus is Natural immunity. Not these shots which are really "Gene Theraphy". This pandemic that is man-made to control the masses

and force vaccination and control globally. Overwhelming evidence that shows these shots to be harmful, supports immediate halt to

further vaccination of all these shots. So why are they still being given? Thank you for your urgent information.
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lah29909
Joined On 5/19/2012 5:29:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There does appear to be a way to have authority over one's health and home through the "Notice of Liability (NoL) solution. Please go

to www.inpowermovement.org  to discover this action. I am in the process of learning this process and it is fascinating!
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Marburg and Ebola next, (as the WHO announces), get ready for being tracked for not getting the next round of v's. The gullible will be

lining up for them and will want the unv'd quarantined or worse. I posted this link before, but it's worth watching, even a few times.

From the WEF's website under Global Governance: NO NATURAL FOOD ANYMORE, SEE WHAT ELSE IS PLANNED FOR US, AND OUR

BABIES ON THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM www.bitchute.com/.../ABnaEDv64IRH
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Initially posted August 2020?
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@rrealrose It's completely relevant, so your point is.....
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uneamie
Joined On 2/16/2010 8:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So how about telling your doctor that you got the vaccine at the drug store and all the boosters as well. Is there a way they can track

that? I am not against Tbbing!
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From what I gather, documentation of each jab at the drugstore would require the lot number, the date of injection and you

would be provided this information on your "vaccination" card. So without this information, they would not be able to track it but

you would not be able to "prove" that you submitted to this abomination.
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jtr8647
Joined On 7/3/2022 10:19:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The scum are tracking those that won't walk into the gas showers?
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jtr8647
Joined On 7/3/2022 10:19:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't go to doctors/hospitals, that's where sheep go to die
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ForDaBlues
Joined On 4/15/2021 7:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know everyone is going to bash me but I do give blood at the Red Cross. But they do ask if I've been vaxxed. I have noticed the

journey of my blood going to other areas even though I have blood that can be used by 80% of the population around me. But it has

traveled to New York City and Overland Park, KS; rather than stay here in the metro area where I am located. So someone is wanting

untainted blood!
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WillCat
Joined On 2/3/2021 7:46:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So you are saying that they wanted your unvaxxed blood? I historically resist giving blood, hate, hate needles. But I do have O

negative blood which seems to excite the vampires, I mean the Red Cross folks. Wonder if since I had one J&J jab in May of 20

if that stuff has washed out of my blood?
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reasons: take your pick of a long list. Those aspiring to be airline pilots after the injected ones are declared unTt. Me, I will have

children and my future family will live in amazing health and freedom. IF you can't outvote those who vote for their own demise,

prepare for the harsh times to come to outlive them.
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ChristieMarie
Joined On 5/8/2016 8:55:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Z28.310" is the new "n word"  We should embrace it fully and demand our freedom.
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DeePreston
Joined On 2/14/2023 9:48:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for sharing this information! This is a direct violation of our constitutional rights. The vaccine is a gene therapy experiment

and very dangerous. I am not in the health system for good reason. I appreciate all you are and do!!
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zumbacjg
Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I am betting on & hoping for is that the pharmaceuticals continue to be defeated by the ever changing SARS-COV2 virus. Even

msn outlets are reporting on the inewcacy of the current vaccines to battle the latest strain of the virus. XBB OR XB.1 is so contagious

(and fairly mild) that people are no longer bothering to get tested. The pharmaceuticals have said they’ll come out with a yearly

“vaccine” and maybe combine it with the fu vaccine. Those who continue getting their yearly fu shots will likely comply. Others won’t.

I am hoping all the panic disappears. The virus is among us like infuenza.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video will change everything for you. Please fact check as you go. It was done before Covid but explains who the puppet masters

are. Hint: the most Atheist race in the world. rumble.com/v1mk6ux-europa-the-last-battle-2017-full-documentary-hd-the..
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Flattopsailor65
Joined On 2/14/2023 8:50:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Writing/Calling congressmen? Perhaps one had better contact Mickey Mouse. "White House says...", "Congress says..." Credibility

gone. Call someone who cares. Vaxx deniers/resisters....all terrorists. Get used to the label and be/get prepared. Vaxx status/ tracking

and CBDC digital transaction control grid all calculated for manipulation, intimidation, domination and slavery. Constitutional rights?

LOL. Privacy: compromised. Travel: restrictions sooner rather then later. Surveillance: presently ongoing. Prepare.
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WillieBe
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:23:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think CAREFULLY because how you answer this question today, may have a direct impact on whether your healthcare insurer or life
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Think CAREFULLY because how you answer this question today, may have a direct impact on whether your healthcare insurer or life

insurance company covers you down the road. While many are rightfully concerned that this new medical code is targeting the

unvaccinated, the fact is that the opposite may be true. If death rates and illness start spiraling out of control, insurance companies

may start dropping coverage for those who “willingly” chose to take an “experimental vaccine”. In other words, if they know that the

end result from the shots will be a massive spike in insurance claims, then they will be looking for ways to blame the victim to escape

bankruptcy.
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM
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Interesting thought that I hadn’t considered. I’ve already heard people say to the vax injured, “Nobody *forced* you to take it.”

Clearly the vaxxed are incurring the majority of healthcare costs (and life insurance claims) at this stage.
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Nice thought but its not the case, sadly. The worldwide debt binged system is collapsing regardless. The only answer is a

massive decrease in population so the uber rich can control and Tnance their safety with UBI payments. Its all from AI and loss

of jobs.  worldyturnings.wordpress.com/2023/02/08/why-are-they-killing-us-2/
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Lionel - The “powers that be” will use this coding for whatever beneTts them. Whether that includes culling the population or

proTting from their ill health. For all we know, it could be a multi prong approach. One thing is for certain, major insurance

companies and their investors will not allow themselves to hemorrhage substantial losses by covering a massively sick and

dying population. The ultimate goal may be to bring the insurance industry down with the “ship” in an effort to usher in universal

healthcare. Before that happens, look for insurers to cancel whatever policies necessary in an attempt to stay afoat.
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brodiebrock12
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As always the pharma-medical cartel has normalized it all by simply slapping another label of LONG COVID on all who stay ill.

Its then made a disease just like Obesity or Alcoholism etc and reimbursable thru the ties with insurance companies. This is all

simply rinse and repeat thru the decades of normalizing all side effects and making it a disease and running all sorts of cute

fuzzy ads in media to say...ask your doctor it's not your fault. They prey on the human condition or human nature of those who

can never SEE what is going on. If the lab release was in fact a man made directed evolved bioweapon which many of us believe

it is the issues develop from infection and from injections which create similar future side effects and health issues so the

Pharma cartel wins on both fronts
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I would say that these actions, if not stopped by the courts who will be presented with lawsuits against public transportation

companies must, and for our very survival, require a real election to turn it all back and put real Justices on SCOTUS as all legal

responses will go there. Even parallel economies won't work with airspace border control. Absent that we can pray our military does

the right thing. On elections.... rumble.com/v26t4fy-viewer-discretion-is-not-advised.html
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It is possible to arraigned the ICD10 codes in rather amusing orders such as: "I required a Face Transplant, from a Cadaver; “0WY20Z0

Transplantation of Face, Allogeneic, Open Approach Transplantation of Face, Allogeneic, Open Approach” after my many spacecraft

crashes into the ocean; “V9541XD Spacecraft crash injuring occupant, subsequent encounter”. Sadly the Trst Face Transplant failed

so one was grown in a lab for the second Face Transplant; “0WY20Z1 Transplantation of Face, Syngeneic, Open Approach

Transplantation of Face, Syngeneic, Open Approach”. Alas all of this made my “F52 Sexual dysfunction not due to a substance or

known physiological condition” became so bad that I tried to harm myself with a jellyTsh; “T63622A Toxic effect of contact with other

jellyTsh, intentional self-harm, initial encounter”. - Amusement with the Medicare ICD10 Billing Codes by Robert Paddock. So if They

tell you that They must enter a code, have them use: V9541XD.
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Another waste of taxpayer money.......
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Lumpcrabmeat
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The solution is to avoid ALL doctors and if you must see one, avoid answering all unrelated questions to your problem or lie.
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The only thing that can be done is contact the RNC, I only have Democracts as my representives, so it would do no good to contact

them as I live in Michigan.
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15 days to fatten the curve. How soooo many were so duped is astounding
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That is our biggest Fail. They tested us. We blew it. And now the game plays out.
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The next plandemic is world war 3 a proxy war
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or using an alien invasion as a false fag operation in setting of NWO centers across the globe
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In addition to those wonderful luft baloons, we now have to worry about those other "missiles" heading our way..Brandon's

cultists have asked all Americans to leave Russian right away..You can just guess what's coming down the pipeline.. Grulla

here's another great "Duck." https://youtu.be/TxNprnas7i8
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WillieBe
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We’re already in WWlll. People just don’t realize it.
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Hey "seggy", if someone yells "duck!", don't answer back, "where?!?!" lol
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It would seem the best answer to why no vax would be: Fear of excess deaths.
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We shouldn't be forced to take any drug or vaccine that's been proven to be detrimental to our health. I choose to take charge of my

own health not the tyrannical government and their health authorities. This is against our constitutional rights of privacy life liberty

and the pursuit of happiness.
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Correction: We ought not be forced to take any drug or vaccine whether it’s helpful/dangerous or not. You have the right to

refuse. Period.
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If they are just watching my medical record through my doctor, at least they see that I am consistently anti-vaccine (all of them) and

anti-pharmaceutical. If they are watching my real life, they have to be the most bored people in all the earth.
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My retinalogist has referred me twice to 2 different eye care centers, neither of which have responded. I think I am being bypassed

from treatment due to unvaxed status.
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See my above comment about holistic eye and dental care.
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If this is happening in the U. S., I wonder {and no doubt it is} if this is going on here in Canada. This is quite disturbing indeed!
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Lori this is happening all across the Globe..The intent of the wanna rulers is to rule and control the whole world..
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Not to worry...TURDeau is working on it, diligently! He hasn't quite Tnished with his destruction of Canada. He is; however, all-in

with the WHO, WEF and UN! Klaus Schwab has no less than three "Young Global INFILTRATORS" in our government.
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Randy yes heard the Turd has already got a bill of sale for Canada.. One can now "rest" easy knowing the useless Turd is large

and in charge of everything..
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The mRNA Injection Agenda should be known as 'The Purge'. It is obviously a huge culling of the human population, and not just to

remove those that are weak or sick, as with animal herds and focks.
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